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Sometimes as I sit in my crOWded.
crowded, busy courtroom reading
the wisdom of a 19th century English judge.
judge, long since gone to
his reward.
reward, my mind wanders back to my time in law reform.
This is not to say that the life of a judge of the common law
tradition inVolves
involves no opportunities for reform of the law.

The

evidence of our legal history and of the stream of cases
emanating from the courts. denies that prOPosition.
prOPOSition.

Indeed. it

has lately been said that a court. such as the Court of Appeal
of New South Wales. has a special
speCial responsibility for creativity
,it

1.
and development of the law
law'.

But there is a world of

difference between the opportunities for law reform Which
which came
intermittently and haphazardly to the judge and the
opportunities to influence reform which are presented to a law
reforming agency in Which
which a judge may participate in a non
judicial capacity.
capacity,

The judge has been described as a

"cripPled"
"criPPled" law maker 2 .,

In the law reform agency. he is the

lieutenant of the authentic law makers in Parliament.
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So it was for almost nine years of my life - precious,
creative. productive years - that I had the responsibility of
leading the Australian Law Reform Commission,

It is not the

purpose of this essay to recount the history. activities or
methods of that Commission.

These have been the subject of
much writing, some of it by me 3 , Nor is this an occasion to
work over the "seven daily constraints" which. even whilst

was still Chairman of the Commission. I catalogued as the
impediments to institutional law reform in Australia 4 ,
Instead. my present purpose is to reflect upon some of the more
general achievements and failures of the Australian Law Reform
Commission.

I shall seek to derive from them lessons

concerning the operation of institutional law reform in
Australia.

Why does it succeed when it does? Why does it fail

when it does?

If we can find the reasons for success, it may

be possible to target the scarce available resources for
institutional law reform in a precise and well directed
manner.

If we can find the reasons for failure. these might.

once identified, present the targets for remedial action.

And

if remedial action fails or is thought unlikely to succeed. at
least it will be possible to shape the efforts of institutional
law reform so that those efforts will be directed towards
attainable objectives. however modest the attainments may
typically be.
It must be said at the outset that the Australian law
Reform Commission received from successive governments a series
of assignments which are controversial and therefore fraught
with the danger of failure.

For all that. the Commission has a
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number of notable achievements to its credit.

I sometimes

think that the most important achievement has been that of
putting the notion of law reform on to the national agenda.
Sadly. as I discovered in my time with the Commission. the

I

majority of the people have an Old Testament view of the law.
To them, the law is mainly criminal law.

I

It is seen as a kind

of elaborated ten commandments with strong elements of the
Judges are. ;n this conception
conception' of the law.

immutable about it.

simplY
simply the discoverers of it.

1\

I

They find the appropriate rule.
rule,

declare it and apply it to the facts of the particular case.
This notion of the law in operation was, until recently.

\

reinforced by the declaratory theory of judicial activity
proposed by many leading judges, otherwise of great insight.

I·1
II

i

Judges did not make the law,
law. they simply
simplY discovered it in the
"bosom" of the common law.
legal philosophers and a

COllQ

de BLaCe
9LaCe by that splendid jurist

Lord Reid (who declared this theory to be a "fairY
"fairy ta1e"5)
tale"5) to

,

i

It took the endless scribblings of
!

I

alter the perception
percePtion of their role held bY
by judges within the
legal prqfession.

But even today, the

propen~ity
propen~ity

of judges to

accept the creative side of their functions varies enormouslY
enormously
from

jUd~e
jUd~e

to judge.

I

It
is the subject of vigorous differences
It;s

of opinion
, - partly because judges of our country manifestly
10rdinary

lack the
the10rdinary pre-requisites of democratic legitimacy.
This is not the occasion to reopen that debate.

But for

the pUblic,
public. the "fairy tale" is faithfullY
faithfully preserved.

Pundits

!I
II

I'I,
11

in editorials and taxi drivers in the streets denounce judicial
law making.

Their attitudes sometimes find reflection in the

judgments of the Australian courts.

~

~

~
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For example. in 1979 the
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present Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia, Sir
Anthony Mason. expressed his reservation about judicial
law-making in these terms:-

(~

"[There] are very powerful reasons whY
why the Court should
be reluctant to engage in [moulding the common law to
meet new conditions and circumstances]. The Court is
neither a legislature nor a law reform agency, Its
responsibility is to decide cases by applying
applYing the law to
the facts as found. The Court's facilities.
facilities, techniques
and procedures are adapted to that responsibility; they
are not adapted to legislative functions or to law reform
activities. The Court does not and cannot carry out
investigations or enquiries with a view to ascertaining
whether particular common law rules are working well,
whether they are adjusted to the needs of the community
and whether they command popular assent. Nor can the
Court call for and examine submissions from groups and
individuals who may be vitallY
vitally interested in the making
of changes to the law. In short, the Court cannot and
does not engage in the wide ranging enquiries and
assessments that are made by governments and law reform
agencies as a desirable, if not essential. preliminary to
the enactment of legislation by an elected legislator.
These considerations must deter a Court from departing
too readily from a settled rUle
rule of the common law and bY
by
replacing it with a new rule".o
Recently in my own Court. I mentioned similar needs for
restraint. at least where what was in issue was a suggested
requirement to develop the substantive criminal law of riot.
"[WJhilst cornman law must be adapted by the Courts (and
the common law of crime is not exempt from this
necessity) special care must be taken in expanding and
changing the definitions of crimes which have been
stated. applied and reapplied over centuries. Particular
care must be taken with crimes which relate to public
order. They are at the hinge where the liberty of
citizens meets the power and authority of the organised
state. It is doubtless out of recognition of this fact
that in Britain. where riots have been somewhat more
prevalent than in this country. the subject of public
order offences has been referred to the Law Commission.
It is perhaps an indication of the difficulty of getting
right the balances Which
which must be struck.
strUCk. that the Law
Commission has been engaged in this topic over many
years. This. then. is an area of the law where the
courts do well to leave adaptation of the law to suit
suggested modern conditions. to Parliament. properly
advised by law reforming bodies. Considerations Which
which
necessitate and justify judicial modification and

fn
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development of
of the
the common
common law
law require
require the
the observance
observance of
of
development
particular caution
where the
the substantive
substantive criminal
criminal law
law is
is
caut;on where
particular
7
involved."
involved."7
As against
against such
such calls.
calls. there
there are
are other
other instances
instances where
where judges
judges
As
have
have pushed
pushed forward
forward substantive
substantive and
and procedural
procedural law.
law.

A
A clarion
clarion

to this
this effect.
effect. in
in many
many judgments.
judgments. was
was Lord
Lord Denning.
Denning. A
A similar
similar
to
point was
was made
made in
in the
the speech
speech of
of Lord
Lord Scarman
Scarman (himself
(himself the
the first
first
point
chairman of
of the
the English
English Law
Law Commission)
Commission) when
when in
in Gjllick
Gjllick yY West
chairman
Norfolk and
and Wjshech
Wjsbecb Area
Area Health
Health Allthocity8
Allthocit y 8 he
he said:said:NorfolK

"The
"The law
law has.
has. therefore.
therefore. to
to be
be found
found by
bY aa search
search in
in

the judge-made law for the true principle .... Three

I

~

Which were not
features have emerged in today'S society which
known to our predecessors;
predecessors: (1) contraception as a subject
for med i ca 1 advi ce and treatment; (2) the increasi ng
independence of young people; and (3) the changed status
of woman .... Young people, once they have attained the
16. are capable of consenting to contraceptive
age of 16,
treatment. Since
since it is medical treatment: and. however
treatment,
extensive be parental right in the care and upbringing
UPbringing of
children. it cannot prevail so as to nullify the 16-year
children,
old's capacity to consent which is now conferred by
bY
Furthermore. women have obtained by
bY the
statute. Furthermore,
availability of the pill a choice of life-style with a
degree of independence and of opportunity undreamed of
until this generation and greater, I would add.
add, than any
law of equal opportunity could by
bY itself effect.
The law ignores these developments at its peril.
taSk, therefore. as the supreme court in a
The House's task,
legal system largelY
largely based on rules of law evolved over
the years by the jUdicial
judicial process,
process. is to search the
overfull and cluttered shelves of the law reports for a
principle.
or
set
of
prinCiples
by the judges
principle,
principles recognised bY
over the years but stripped of the detail which, however
day. WOUld. if applied today.
today, lay
appropriate in their day,
the judges open to a justified criticism for failing to
keep the law abreast of the society in which they live
and work.
It is. of ·course, a judicial commonplace to proclaim
the adaptability and flexibility of the judge-made common
law. But this is more frequently proclaimed than acted
upon. The mark of the great judge from Coke through
Mansfield to our day has been the capacity and the will
to search out principle,
principle. to discard the detail
appropriate (perhaps) to earlier times. and to apply
satisfy the needs of their
principle in such a way as to satisfY
own time. If judge-made law is to survive as a living
effort,
and relevant body of law. we must make the effort.
however inadequately,
inadequately. to follow the lead of
Of the great
masters of the judicial art."
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Our law ;s thus not written on tablets of stone.

The

bOdy of the law resembles nothing sa much as an amoeba:

·

~

constantly moving, adaPting, expanding and contracting.

The

needs for adaPtation and expansion flaw fram the changing
nature of society and the stimulus of economic sociological and
political pressures.

Sometimes efforts to develop the law are

seen as unacceptably bold.

This is what happened when the

Court af Appeal of New South Wales upheld a claim to an
entitlement to reasons. brought by a person affected by an
adverse administrative decision affecting him 9 . The High Court
of Australia reversed that decision 10 , That reversal has been
the subject af some little writing 11 .

Clearly it signalled the

limits. to judicial creativity in that connexion.

By that

signal there is emphasised the importance of legislative
attention to many of the needs of reform.

To the extent that

the judges, by their own self denial, decline to develop and
advance the law, the needs for change must be addressed by the
elected legislators.

In those matters which are tackled by law

reform agencies. the legislators have assistance and
stimulation.

To the extent that they fail to attend to the

perceived needs for reform identified by such agencies. a
serious 109 jam is created in our legal system.

This makes it

of critical importance to study the projects of the Law Reform
Commission which have succeeded and to attend to those which
have fa il ed.
Quite apart from the individual effort. public cost and
opportunity costs involved in law reform (and other like)
reports, the failure of institutional reform represents, in
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part at least. the failure of the Parliamentary system of
government.
REpORrs WHICH SIJCCFFD AND REPORTS WHICH FAIl

Without pretending to a complete catalogue of the reports
of the Australian Law Reform Commission whiCh have passed into
law. and those which so far have not. it is clear that same, at
least. have been very largely accepted by the passage of
legislation enacting, in substance. the proPosals.

Others have

apparently met obstacles on the way to the Parliamentary notice
As to the successes, three can be quickly identified.
The report on human tissue transplants 12 soon produced a series

paper.

of enactments.

In all parts of Australia. State and Territory

laws have been passed or old laws amended to accord with the
report of the Law Reform Commission 13 . This achievement was
the more remarkable because of the novelty of the issues
tackled. their controversy within religious and other groups,
differences which emerged in the Law Reform Commission itself
and the implications of the report for important bio-ethical
qUestions just around the corner.
Similarly. the relative speed with which legislation was
enacted to implement the Commission's reports on insurance
agents and brokers 14 and insurance contracts 15 is a substantial
achievement.

This is particularly so having regard to the long

period which had passed since Federation without such
regUlation. the undoubted legislative powers of Federal
Parliament which had been only partly used; the considerable
power. importance and economic influence of the insurance
industry which did not favour some of the reforms; the cost
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implications of the reforms and the extent to which they
departed from the spirit of deregulation which has such a
strong feature on public policy in the Federal sphere in recent
years.

Notwithstanding these impediments. the reforms passed
p.8ssed

into law substantiallY
substantially as suggested bY
by the Law Reform

Commission.

By any account. they amount to a major shakeup of

the organisation and practices of the insurance industry
throughout Australia.
A third report on foreign state immunit y16 was likewise
rapidly imPlemented 1?

True.
True, it is. this report dealt with a

topic. comparativelY esoteric and of lHtle. or any.
any, daily

concern to ordinary citizens.
gauntlet all of their own.

But such topics run a special

If there is no great concern about

them, there may not be the momentum for implementing the
proposals in the busy agenda of the Australian Federal
Parliament.

Yet the law was enacted.

Contrast with these success stories four instances of
failure.

By "failure" I do not. of course, reflect upon the

work of the Law Reform Commission or of the dedicated
commissioners. staff and consultants who laboured with energy
and enthusiasm.

Nor do 1 believe that "success" is necessarily

to be judged solely bY
by the criterion of immediate
implementation.
delayed.

Sometimes implementation by legislation is

Sometimes jUdicial.
judicial. administrative or other means are

found to implement. in part at least. the Commissions
proposals.

Sometimes the very debates of a highly public
pub1ic

character which surround the Law Reform Commission's endeavours
produce reforms as the Law Reform Commission of Canada recently
recent1y

,

. ..';,,,,:;.'
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pointed out lS .

Occasionally.
Occasionally, reforms follow on a piecemeal.

rather than a comprehensive and integrated basis.

All of these

qualifications being noted.
noted, it must still be acknowledged that
the reports on criminal investigation19, defamation20,
sentencing of federal offenders 21 and priva cy 22 have not. so

far. been implemented. despite
desPite the passage of many years.
Perhaps the most disappointing is the failure to
implement the criminal investigation report.

It Originated

from the decision of the Whitlam Government to establish the
"Australia Police" - amalgamating various Federal policing

services into a Federal police force.

Three efforts have been

made to enact legislation based uPon the bill. measures being
introduced by successive Attorneys Genera1 23 . Yet the report
remains unimplemented.

Minor aspects of it have been.

implemented by legislation as, for example, the provisions
prOVisions for
authorisation of search and arrest warrants in the Northern
Territory bY
by telephone 24 . Other provisions
prOVisions have influenced the

II.

development of State laws,
laws. as for example the legislative power
now available in South Australia,
Australia. and being considered in New

,I

South Wales, to detain and question suspects in police
25, Still other measures have been adapted by
custod y25.
administrative practice in the police service.

II,

But the general

implementation of the reforms by federal legislation remains
for the future.
future,
say that this is specially disappointing because the
i

principal
prinCipal author of the report was Mr (now Senator) Gareth
Evans.

He was. for a time, the Federal Attorney General.

I
I

He

remains a member of the Federal Cabinet and one of the key

I

ii,

Iiiq

il

II

"
III

!
!j:

iIi

II .
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i

[
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II
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political leaders of the country,

The report, which I believe

to be an excellent and balanced one. has not passed into law.
despite the personal involvement in it (and commitment to its
basic ideas) of a minister at the very heart of the political
processes of Australia.

This fact alone must make the reader

pause to consider the mechanisms of reform enactment in
Austral ia.

The defamation report proposed important changes to
unify. modernise and make more relevant the remedies for
defamation in Australia.

It struck the obstacle of differing

State laws which require choices to .be made where it is

necessary to reconcile the differences.

The report was

committed by successive Attorneys General to the Standing
Committee of Attorneys General.
meeting after meeting.
a~nounced

failed.
w~

It was reviewed there in

In the end, Attorney General Bowen

that the endeavour to secure a uniform law had
Action on the report was shelved.

The result is that

continue to struggle with differing defamation laws in

Australia applicable often to the same

publica~ion

which crosses jurisdictional boundaries.
measure of forum shopping.

or broadcast

The consequence is a

Throughout the nation. the basic

r~medY of money damages is preserved.

There is no power, nor

any stimulus. to proVide alternative and more apt remedies
I

(such as a right of correction or a right of reply recommended
by the Law Reform Commission).

Powerful publishers resisted

the idea of the judges ordering corrections - even though this
is a commonplace in the civil law countries of Europe.

In the

name of "free speech". the same publ ishers wished to reserve to

-" themselves the control over any "right of rePly".

With

interstate rivalry and media OPPosition, the rational proposals

of the Law Reform Commission came to nothing,
The suggestions on sentencing reform like those on
criminal investigation were contained in an interim report.
The final report remains to be written.

But the proposal 'for a

national sentencing council to ensure guidelines for the
purpose of stimulating greater evenness in the punishment of
federal offenders throughout Australia struck OPPosition in the
judiciary.

Jealous of the right of the judges to exercise

their discretions in each particular case, the notion of

sentencing guidelines was resisted by the lobby which Mr
Whitlam once described as the "most powerful in Australia" _
the judiciary.

It remains to be seen whether time and the

growing experience of the United States with the sentencing
commissions. will diminish judicial and other resistance to
this rational proPosal.
The suggestions of the Law Reform Commission on privacy
protection dealt with numerous aspects of privacy invasion.
Apart from the physical invasions onto propery by Federal
officials. telephonic interception and electronic surveillance.
the main thrust of the report on privacY concerned the
information "penumbra" about the individual in the modern.
computerised Australian community, Just as in Europe the
development of laws for data protection and data security has
become so common. so. it was proposed, laws should be enacted
in AUstralia to instil and enforce basic rules of information
privacy,

Those rules were derived from the privacy guidelines
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I

of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
IOECD)26.

As I had been the Chairman of the DECO Committee

which developed those guidelines. and had taken an interest in
the adoption of the guidelines by the Council of the DECO and

III
II

their implementation in many other countries, it was natural
"

,

that the same principle should be considered in an Australian
report on the subject.

Although the Australian Government has

now adopted the DECO Council's recommendation of support for
the GUidelines.
Guidelines, no steps have yet been taken to implement the
privacy report by laws passed either at a Federal or State
level.
The Law Reform Commission's proposal was for a
comprehensive Federal Privacy Act.

In a deft move.
move, of which

Sir Humphrey Appleby would have been proud. a proposal was made
for a data protection agency as an adjunct to the then proposed
legislation for a national identity card in Australia to be
known as the "Australia Card"27.

Instead of applying generallY
generally

to all federal data collections. the proposed agency's role was
to have been limited to the data collected for the Australia
Card.

The rejection of the legislation for the Australia Card

by the Senate was the "trigger" for the double dissolution
which resulted .in
in the Australian Federal Election of 11 July
1987.

The return of the Hawke Government led initiallY
initially to the

prospect of the Joint Sitting of .both Houses of Federal
Parliament to pass the Australia Card legislation.

When this

was abandoned in October 1987,
1987. the Government announced that it
would nonetheless proceed with legislation for privacy
protection.

This suggests that the Law Reform Commission's

,,;,''--"

I
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scheme for information privacy will be implemented.

Still more

comprehensive legislation for the protection of privacy remains
for the future.
THE CONSEQIIFNTTAI
CONSEQUENTIAl

En! IAUGN
IATIGN

What inferences may be derived from this experience in
institutional law reform?

Some will say that. given the nature

of the federal Parliament in Australia, the numerous pressures
upon it. the agenda of the policical parties and their praper
times, law reform agencies
concern with economic issues in hard times.
should not be surprised or disapointed that their proposals are
ignored. shelved or otherwise neglected.

On this view, it ;s

more remarkable that attention is paid to them (lacking, as
they
theY typically do. either the stimulus of economic necessity or
of political advantage).

But whY
why should a report on insurance

contracts be enacted. yet a report on criminal investigation
should fail?

Why should every State enact laws based on the

report on human tissue transplants,
transplants. yet not a single state
venture to experiment with the worthwhile reforms on defamation
law - let alone cooperate in the the achiement of a uniform law
on that subject?

Why should the report an foreign state

immunity pass so smoothly and rapidly into the statute books
when a well developed proposal.
prOPosal, with overseas analogues and
copious justifications for a more even, normative and
principled
prinCipled approach to sentencing of federal offenders gathers
dust on the library shelves? Why did the general proposal on
privacy protection fail to capture political attention, when
there is so much talk about the risks of computers and when
many social democratic governments. overseas have introduced

f
.0

['

!
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general laws on the topic? Yet a data protection agency ;s
proposed for a limited, and as some saw it. privacy invasive
function,
No overall formula can be presented to give the answers
to these questions.

In every case, a detailed examination of

the issues and personalities of the relevant decision makers
would have to be studied and evaluated.

However, a number of

variables begin to emerge from which the equation can be
developed.
(1)

They include the following considerations:-

The personality of the Attorney General or other Minister
having the responsibility of implementing the Law Reform
Commission report. A Minister whose self perception is
that of achieving reform and who has the intellect.
enthusiasm and energy to push reform through. will
achieve mUCh.

This much is clear from an examination of

the achievements. for example, of Attorneys General
Barwick and Murph y 28. No one would doubt the great
intellectual capaCities and fearsome energy of Senator
Gareth Evans.
lecturer.

He was. after all. at one time a law

Yet. despite his personal involvement in the

Law Reform Commission report on criminal investigation.
that report has not been implemented.

That fact suggests

the need to lObk for other, additional. considerations.
(2)

The time of a supportive Minister in government and in
the relevant portfolio is an important consideration.
Senator Evans once declared that a Freedom of Information
Act. if it were to be aChieved. had to be achieved early
in the life of a government.

The early years of any
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government tend to be the years of creativity and

reforming achievement.
notable exceptions.
people.

It;s not always so.

There are

But governments tend to be like

They tend to become less enthusiastic and

imaginative as time 90es by.

Before the election in the

middle of 1987. the Australian Law Reform Commission had
for more than a year received no projects at a' 1 from the

Federal Attorney General.

The Commission is limited by

its Act to working on references given by the Attorney
General.

The lack of references obvioUSly dampened the

morale and enthusiasm of the Commission members and
staff.

It is heartening to see that proposals are now

being considered to give new references to the
Commission 29 . The Commission at least has the means of
avoiding mid age complacency because of the constant turn
over in its membership and staff and the renewal of
enthusiasm achieved by the assignment of new projects.
(3)

The relevant bureaucracies are obviously vital.
Unenthusiasm or even resentment and oPPosition by key
administrators can provide a formidable obstacle to the
achievement of reform implementation.

Procrastination on

the part of the public service and the inability to
digest large and complex reports. present a major
institutional obstacle to organised law reform 30 .

The

departments of state tend to concentrate their energies,
naturally enough, on their own projects.
tend to be already hard pressed.

Their personnel

Unless there is

Ministerial enthusiasm for a law reform report, it is so
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much easier to assign it to junior officers, to send it
off to an interdepartmental committee or to relegate it
to the "too hard basket".

It was a constant source of

irritation to me to see the labours of many months.
months, of
some af the finest interdisciplinary talent in Australia,

consigned to the desultory. superficial. half-hearted and
i1' considered judgment of interdepartmental committees
of middle ranking officers meeting in Canberra for an
hour or so between cups of tea.

(4)

The lobby groups are also of obvious importance.
in~urance
in~urance

,I'
ii'

The

contracts report waS enacted partly because of

the strong support of Senator
senator Evans and partly, I
suspect, because the insurance lobby was not as potent
with the new Hawke Government as it might have been with

(

the outgoing Fraser Government.

Furthermore. upon one

view of it, the thrust of the Commission's proposals for
an informed and enlightened consumer, fitted comfortably

If

into the market oriented philosophy of the Treasury.
Contrast this position with the power of the media lobby,
lobby.
which respond unenthusiastically to the proposals for
reform of defamation law.

Contrast also the abiding

power of the police and police union lobby in resisting
reform of criminal investigation or those reforms of
privacy protection which suggested new checks on
telephonic interception,
interception.

Contrast also the opposition of

the judiciary to reforms of sentencing and the delicacy
with which most governments deal with issues that do not
find favour in the Third Branch of Government.

r

••.•. :.:;:-;.:.<
••••
:.:;:-.!.<

If the
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external lobby is powerful. noisy and determined, it can
often have the effect of frightening off Ministers and
officials.

Often. where there is a lot of noise, the

easy thing to do is nothing.

What law reformers have to

explain ;s that, sometimes. dOing nothing itself involves
making a deCision.

If nothing is done to provide privacy

protection, the community must accept the erosion of
privacy in the face of computers, intercePtion and other
technology.

If nothing is done about sentencing

disparity. we must acknowledge our acceptance of the
apparent injustice of institutionalised diversity of

punishment of like cases.

If nothing is done to improve

the remedies in defamation we must face squarely the fact
that the public's interest may not be adequately
protected by the award to an individual claimant of a sum
of money years later in private litigation brought by the
person defamed.
AI I rES FOR REFORM

A recognition of these obstacles to reform achievement
has led the Australian Law Reform Commission to cultivate
allies on the journey of law reform.

These allies include

particular members of Parliament who have a personal commitment
to the orderly reform of the law and to Parliament's role in
that process.

SUPPort has included appearances before the

legal affairs committees of the respective political parties or
the Standing Committee on Constitutional Legal Affairs of the
Senate.

The last mentioned committee has shown a particular

attention to the reports of the Law Reform Commission.

It
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became a vehicle, during the Fraser Government for securing the
benefit of the self imposed rule requiring an Executive
Government response to Parliamentary reports.

Reports of the

Senate Committee, recommending in favour of this or that Law
Reform Commission proposal, necessitated a Government
reaction.

This in turn had the advantage of pulling the Law

Reform Report to the top of the pile requiring attention.

In a

busy Parliament. with an intractable agenda and many other
pressures, this was a boon.

Although suggestions have been

made that law reform reports should be given automatic
implementation. unless disallowed by Parliament. such proposals
pay no regard to the high controversy of many of the projects
assigned to the Australian Law Reform Commission.

Usually such

reports do not lend themselves to such automatic treatment.
Yet I would not wish that Commission to be conSigned entirely
to the so called issues of "lawyers law".

Important though

those issues can be, they may affect fewer people and be of
less pressing urgency than the tasks that have typically been
given to the Australian Law Reform Commission by the succeeding
parade of Attorneys General. The very controversy of those
tasks makes the achievement of progress in them the more
remarkable. But also the more important.
Other techniques were used to secure allies in the battle
for reform.

The. high profile adoPted by the Australian Law

Reform Commission - and its use of Print and electronic media
to outline its proPosals - was partly designed to engenderinformation and· resPonses to proposals made tentatively in the
Commission's working and discussion papers.

But it was also
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designed to build UP a momentum far action.

I am glad to see

the Constitutional Commission is now lifting its profile.
Without public awareness of their activities. advisory bodies
such as the Constitutional Commission or the Law Reform
Commission tend to be ignored.

Wide-spread public consultation

has the merit of attracting a circuit of vociferous supporters
SUPporters
who will help stimulate the political process to action, in an
entirely legitimate and democratic way,
Towards the end of my time in the Commission another
procedure had been adopted to enhance the prospects of the
implementation of a Commission report.

I refer to the

involvement in wark on the report of the key officials of the
Department which will have the responsibility of implementing
the report.

The assembly of a team of consultants from all

affected disciplines and from all parts of the Commonwealth had
been a feature of the methodology of the Australian Law Reform
Commission from its earliest days.

This logic was later

extended to the involvement, as consultants,
consultants. of the key person
or persons who would have the responsibility Of piloting the
report through the administrative and political machinery to
the statute book, if it were to receive Ministerial approval.
In the report upon foreign state immunity. the Commissioner in
charge of the project (Professor Crawford) took pains to
conduct seminars in the Department of Foreign Affairs.

That

Department, with the Attorney General's Department had the key
administrative responsibility for considering and processing
the report, once delivered.

Of course,
course. the involvement of

Departmental personnel has to be accomplished with care.

";
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Whilst it may overcome the territorial and other impediments to
action to which I have referred. these advantages must not be
boUght at too high a price.

There is no Point in having an

independent law reforming agency if it becomes just another
branch af the administration.

Whilst guarding its independence

and integrity. the Commission can involve key departmental
officers.

By their involvement, they may secure a commitment

to the project, an understanding of the controversies involved
and an appreciation of the differences of viewpoint where these
emerge. They will usually secure an ability to explain
remaining poliCY choices succinctly to the relevant Minister
and. where appropriate. to secure political support, or at
least understanding, on key issues.

The speed of the

implementation of the proposals of foreign state immunity
suggests that this technique of consultation and involvement
should be extended.
AI STAKE· EFFECTIVE PARlIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY

The impediments to institutional law reform in Australia
remain much as I catalogued then in 1983.

They include the

limitations imposed by the references given or where, as
lately, no references are given, the absence of Governmental
commitment, illustrated by that fact.

They also include the

modesty of the investment which we put, as a nation, into the
Orderly review and renewal of the legal SYstem.

Also relevant

are the processes of consolation and conSideration which can
sometimes delay reports beyond the term of the Minister who
originally sought them.
slightest interested.

His successor may not be in the
He or she may have his or her own
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priorities.

The bureaucratic.
bureaucratic, governmental and Parliamentary

109
log jams must be negotiated.

Allies must be found on the way.
way,

including high level administrators who see bath the advantage
of regular reform and the merits of a particular proposal; a
Minister who can perceive the value of a given report and
Parliamentary
ParliamentarY committees which will stimulate a lethargic or
distracted government into action.
If the issue at stake were not so important, the neglect
of the reports of established agencies of law reform would not
be such a cause for concern.

But the judiciary af Australia

is.
is, by tradition and dailY
daily practice, relatively uncreative.
This is so even when contrasted with the judiciary of other
common law countries.

Whatever the causes for their restraint,

it is a political fact which must be taken into account in
considering the urgency of the needs for effective, alternative
instruments for creating and developing the law in this
country.
country,

Parliament obviouslY
obviously has the power. But the pressures

of other topics and the controversy. complexity and lack of
general interest of many law reform reports make
m~ke the capture of
Parliamentary attention or of Ministerial enthusiasm a
relatively rare achievement.
reform has its place.

This is where institutional law

But it is a place not yet assured in the

Australian political landscape.
We must continue to work at refining and improving this
institution.

At stake is nothing less than the successful

adaptation of Parliamentary democracy to the needs of a time of
L.-

rapid social,
social. technological and legal change.

-~
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)
~
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The topic is one
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deserving of the attention of lawyers.

But it is also one

worthy of the attention af political scientists concerned about
the survival of the least dangerous form of human government.
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